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Short Answers. Multiple choice: Mark your scantron with a #2 pencil. N ota means 
none of the above. 

1. The coulomb, wh,jch\is the unit of charge, is also the charge of one electron. True "" 
or False. (a) True®alse · 

2/, An flectrically neutral atom does not have a net charge. True or False. 

:t) 7e (b) False ···' ·~ . 

3. An electric dipole does not have a net charge. True or False. ;,(a) Ttue (b) False 
C/ 

4. The Goulomb force between two charges can be attractive or repulsive. True or ., ' 
False. {a) 1rue (b) False . 

,.,_/ 
' 

5. The gravitation?'l for~e between two masses can be attractive or repulsive. True 
or False. (a) True~b) Fplse .. 

\ ( 

"'-.. / 
6. A positive charge placed in an elect~~~ ~1eld experiences a force in the same 
direction as the field. True or False. 1{a)Jfrue (b) False 

i / :.._/ 
7. A negative charge placed in an electric field experiences a force in the same 
direction as the field. True or False. (a) Truelb}False 

'-·-" 

8. The main difference be.&re~n conductors and insulators is in terms of 
/ j 

(a) protons (b) neutron~· ( c) oµ.ter valance or conduction electrons ( d) atoms 
\, ~/ 

9. When the distance between two point charges is doubled, the magnitude of the 
electric force between them is (a) doubled (b) quadrupled 
(c)'reduced by a factor of 3 (d) reduced by a factor of f2, · 
~ r1iuced by a factor of 4 (f) (nota) 

10. When the distance between two point charges is redu<;,ed by a factor of 2, the 
magnitude of the force between them is (a) doubled OJ) qyadrupled (c) reduced by a 

factor of 3 (d) reduced by a factor of .J2 (e) reducedl>f a factor of 4 (f) (nota) 

11 When the magnitude of each of two interacting point charges is .ine~¢ased by a 
factor of 2, the magnitude of the force between them is (a) doubledvb) Jiuadrupled 
(c) reduced by a factor of 3 (d) reduced by a factor of f2, . .,,_} 
(e) reduced by a factor of 4 (f) (nota) 

12. Electric potential is a vector quantity. True or False. (a) True\(bJFalse 
v 

13. The direction o[~m electric field vector is from lower to higher potential. True or 
False. (a) True (b) t~se 
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14. When a proton moves in the direction ofAhe electric field, the proton's 
potential energy decreases. True or False. la))frue (b) False 

.,,,__;,) 
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15. When an electron moves in a direc}i~ef'ppposite tcy-tlle<~ectric field, the 
electron's potential energy decreases·~ or False( (a) _Ji-ue (b) False 

' '~-~ 

16. The capacitance of a parallel pljtt~ capacitor is inversely proportional to its 
plate separation d. True or False. ~yue (b) False 

17. For a given voltage difference between the plates, the electric field magnitude 
between the plates·qf a parallel plate capacitor is inversely proportional to the plate 
separation d. '(a) Ttue (b) False 

18. EXTRA CREDIT. Which expression represents the potential energy of a 
capacitor with voltage difference V and charge Q on the positively charged 
conductor? 

(a) _!_ CV2 (b) Q
2 

(~) all of the above (d) none of the above 
2 2C\'J 


